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administrative economies were enforced, and the British
subsidies to the tribal chiefs were drastically cut down. Dread
of Russian designs in Central Asia was, however, still lively, and
this, and the realisation in Government circles that Shah Sooja
was still too weak to stand alone, combined to forbid for the
present the complete withdrawal of the British army from
Afghan territory. But a fearful Nemesis was now hard at
hand.
In October, with a suddenness and simultaneity which
pointed clearly to pre-arrangement, the whole of the occupied
area flamed up in rebellion. Sale's brigade, marching back
from Cabul to India on relief, was vigorously assailed in the
passes, and compelled to throw itself for safety into Jellalabad.
Nott in Candahar was closely beset by hordes of tribesmen and
had to fight hard and frequently to rid himself of them ; an
attempt to bring supplies to him from Quetta was beaten back,
and the garrison of Ghazni was rapidly and effectively invested
and driven into the citadel of the place. It was at Cabul,
however, that the hapless tools of an iniquitous policy requited
to the full the sins of their rulers. Elphinstone, who was
physically and temperamentally unequal to the demands of his
difficult position, did nothing effective to deal with the rising in
the city. He let himself be deprived of his stores and shut up
in indefensible cantonments, and refused to sally forth from
them either to revenge the.murder of his political officers, or to
redeem his own army from destruction by the only honourable
and possible means. Akbar, the favourite son of Dost Mahomed,
had now assumed chief control of the insurgents, and with him
there was at length concluded a disgraceful treaty, by which the
British signed away everything they still held and agreed to
withdraw from the country at the bare price of their lives. The
terms were not and perhaps were never meant to be observed,
and barely a week after Elphinstone's demoralised and half-
starved regiments had set out on their Via Dolorosa, a solitary
survivor arrived at Jellalabad to tell of the utter destruction of
the whole British army.
So staggered were the Government by this unexpected
catastrophe, which shed a lurid and baleful light over the last
days of Auckland's term of office, that for a while no serious
attempt was made to retrieve them. The fate of the Ghazni
garrison, who in March 1842 surrendered on terms and were
at once massacred, was all but shared by that of Jellalabad, the
commander of which, a premature attempt at his relief having
miscarried, was ordy withheld from asking for terms by the
vigorous opposition of the junior member of his council of war,
Broadfoot. And in fact the new Governor-General, Lord

